"I vow to God, Don Alfonso," he complained, "I am Cheated of
the richest entertainment I coulcfever hope to witness."
Within the gallery Doria was challenging Prospero's intentions.
"Well, sir? What can you have to say to me? Do you perhaps
venture to make this opportunity to mock me with the havoc you have
caused, with the shame and humiliation in which you have brought me
down ? Is that your purpose ?"
. "You speak of shame and humiliation, my lord. Nothing of that
is to be discovered in the letter which you hold."
The Duke's answer was fiercely impatient. "I have said that this
letter is the fruit of a misapprehension/'
"So much of life is the fruit of that. So much of what has passed
between us has been misapprehension growing from misapprehension.'*
To this Filippino yet more fiercely supplied the answer. "On the
score of your persistent treachery, at least, there has been none.*'
"Nor on the score of your persistent rancour, Filippino. But it is
to my lord your uncle that I address myself. This duel has endured
long enough."
"Now that you conceive the victory to lie with you," sneered the
old Admiral.
"Have it so, if you will. I have been under a vow made when my
father died in exile, renewed when Filippino set rne to the oar. But
that is now behind me."
"Now that you have fulfilled the vow to your satisfaction, I am
to end my days as a laughing-stock to the world. The glory so hard-
earned in sixty years of honourable life is quenched in derision by your
contriving. Oh, you have paid yourself, Messer Adorno. Take joy
in it whilst you may. But get you gone. This mockery has endured
enough."
"Too long, by God!" snarled Filippino.
"And so say I,*' agreed Gianettino. He stepped forward, peeling
>ff his slashed glove as he came,
Prospero raised a warning hand. That and his stern gravity
;hecked the menacing advance. "A word, before you cast that glove,
Consider that as yet all the hurt you have suffered lies between you and
ae. The world knows nothing of it. That letter from His Majesty
3 the proof. Your native Genoa waits at this moment feverishly to
welcome the great Admiral whom the Emperor honours. Who is
iere to tell the world that I was not under your lordship's orders, as
le Emperor supposes, when I broke the Sword of Islam at Port
lahon ? The Prince of Orange, perhaps, and Don Alvaro de Carbajal
re the only ones who can speak positively, out of their own knowledge,
ut will they dare to tell the Emperor that he is wrong if I do not ?1f
"If you do not?" the Admiral echoed, and the three Donas looked
. one another, passing from amazement to amazement.
Gianettino was the first to reach a conclusion. "You hint at a
irgain.**
"Aye," agreed his cousin.   "You have something to sell.'*
^Something to give.   Something that I have, indeed, given already.
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